A Poisson algebra is a commutative associative algebra A with an (anticommutative) bracket { , } which is a derivation with respect to the commutative product: {f,gh} = {f,g}h + /{g^h}. Constraints constitute a distinguished set of elements (j) a of A. They are said to be first class constraints if the ideal ƒ they generate (under the commutative product) is closed under Poisson bracket; I need not be an ideal with respect to { , }. This structure arises in physics with A = C°°(W) for some symplectic manifold W. The constraints determine a subvariety V C W, the zero locus of ƒ, and a foliation SF of V, by the flows determined by the derivations { , }. One wishes to compute the ad /-invariant functions on V, which would give C°°(V^/^) were the foliation to give a submersion V -• V/^ onto a manifold.
the Rinehart cohomology of the (A/1, jR)-Lie algebra I /I
2 with coefficients in A/I [12] .
) The inclusion $ C J induces A\t A (I,A/I) -• Alt($, A/1) and a differential also denoted 6. (This map is an isomorphism if I is regular.)
Now introduce a multiplicative resolution 7r: KI -> AjI, that is, Kj is a graded commutative differential algebra (with differential d) and 7r induces an isomorphism 7r* : HQ(KI) -• A// with Hi(Ki) = 0 otherwise. For example, if ƒ is a regular ideal, take Kj to be the Koszul complex; more generally, the Tate resolution will do [14] . If we replace AjI by Ki and consider Alt($, if/), the problem is to extend d to a differential D so as to realize the same homology as that of Alt($, A/1) with respect to 6. The major source of difficulty is that the adjoint representation of I on AjI does not lift to Kj ; in spite of this, we have: Our proof of the theorem uses the methods of homological perturbation theory [7, 8, 9] . Let Der q K denote the derivations of Ki which increase resolution degree by q. The collection DerX/ = {Der 9 Ki} is made into a differential graded Lie algebra by using the graded commutator of derivations and the induced differential: dO = [d,0]. We cannot, in general, find a representation of I in Der K\, but we can find a "strong homotopy representa- Because of the motivating physics, Fradkin et al consider also the situation in which A is a super-Poisson algebra, i.e. Z/2-graded with appropriate signs throughout. Now we need to use a super-resolution, for example, Jozefiak's [13] . The formalism we have used need only be made super (i.e. attend carefully to signs) with some extra care interpreting formal power series.
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